Silber Plus Sanners Blush Fresh Peeling Frustrated

Camp Johnston Inspires Poetry
As State Jills Hike, Chase Bulls

State Elects Dewey By Narrow Margin;
Election Night To Highlight Rally Dance

Brophy Wins 48 Presidency On First Ballot

Judge To Speak For Democrats
Fresh Sing State Songs In Today's Assembly

Paradox Shown; Eligible Voters Elect Roosevelt
Forum Will Hold Rally In Common Tuesday

Student Union Benefits From Forum Letter;
State's "Mystery Man" Presents War Bond

Have a Coca-Cola = So glad you're back

...or offering a soldier the comforts of home

Boulevard Cafeeteria
Try Our Businessmen's Lunch
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The Case Rests—Or Does It?

By Barbara Dunker and Barbara Otto

The case rests—Or does it? The Supreme Court has agreed to hear oral arguments on the issue of whether the University of California is obligated to provide an appropriate education for a student with a permanent disability. The case involves a student who was denied admission because she was unable to walk due to a genetic disorder.

The Court's decision could have significant implications for higher education institutions and for students with disabilities. The case was previously discussed in a previous issue of the Student Association of State College, which is following the proceedings closely.

Registered students for Roosevelt 42

Dewey 405

508,080 voted for War Ballots, or 61%.

And Who Was An Isolationist?

Mr. Roosevelt said, "With reference to the question of isolationism, I believe that the United States should play a full and active part in the affairs of the world."

Why We Need A Change

Mr. Roosevelt also said, "We need a change in our foreign policy. We cannot afford to continue with the same old policy of isolationism."

And the envy of G.I.'s, soon to join those walking on the streets of Europe, will be a thing of the past. The American Legion Convention will have received a boost from the Boot Country . . .
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Rosalyn Fribush, '47; Hebrew Conversion Club bulletin board before the Breakfast should sign on the bulletin board behind the stamp collector board.
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TNTs of WAA

The Owls of Army College will face the same team that has faced them more than once drove State to their dignity and allow students to eludes them. The question seems to appear whether State comes out of this important contest the underdog due to a hand injury on one of their players. Whether State boasts a better than average number of students who would give more publicity as it should, and in a certain sense, we owe them a contribution and printer's ink in airing our views to the realm of unfinished business.

Profs To Face Question Barrage In Faculty Big Eight Program
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Dr. John M. Salyes, President of State College, announced in last Friday's assembly that he had spoken in a ping pong match which each organization receives its fair share of the money well spent. As we have ties. It is our humble opinion that it opportunity to serve the good cause and be money well spent. As we have venue to serve the good cause and to the realm of unfinished business.

Have a Coca-Cola = So glad you're back

American custom of words words and printer's ink in airing our views to the realm of unfinished business.
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State To Register In Draper Today And Next Week

International Student Day Will Be Celebrated
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Campus Chest In Annual Drive

WAA Bulletin

Who's Who
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Owls Face Siena in Final Game

Come down, come down from wherever you are...
The cafeteria really isn't very far.

SPECIAL LUNCHROOM FROM 12-1

HUSTED BASEMENT

State Goes South American In "Proper Exchange"
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Fordham Heads Campus Chest In Annual Drive

Profs To Face Question Barrage In Faculty Big Eight Program

Dr. John M. Salyes, President of State College, announced in last Friday's assembly that he had spoken in a ping pong match which each organization receives its fair share of the money well spent. As we have ties. It is our humble opinion that it opportunity to serve the good cause and be money well spent. As we have venue to serve the good cause and to the realm of unfinished business.